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Abstract: - The Eye Directive wheelchair is a mobility-aided tool for people with 
moderate / severe physical or permanent disorders as well as older people. There 
are different wheelchair systems accessible on the industry, yet they stay 
underused due to the capacity, energy and mental existence needed to function 
them. A feasible option is the suggested model. The optical-type eye tracking 
scheme is used in this model to regulate electric wheel chair. Use the optical eye 
tracking scheme to translate the eye motions of the user to the display situation 
without any direct contact. When the user examines the appropriate angle, the 
system sends a command to the software based on the rotation angle of the pupil. 
This means that, in all the other cases, the wheelchair will stop if the user moves 
the pupil eye balls to the left (move left), to the right (move right) and straight 
(move forward). The arduino is also linked to barrier tracking devices to provide 
the required feedback for adequate wheelchair procedure and to guarantee the 
safety of the user. The engines connected to the wheelchair help differential 
steering that prevents hasty movement. The wheelchair has also been equipped 
with a joystick grip to guarantee secure motion in the event of weary sight and a 
safety prevent key to allow the customer to leave the wheelchair at his own 
convenience. 
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 Introduction: - 
The model wheelchair layout described here is a well-equipped and versatile 
motorized wheelchair for people with paralysis and engine disabilities to 
ride the wheelchair without hurting their physical posture. The gaze motion 
is autonomously monitored and the wheelchair is guided by the situation of 
the eye. It is an environmentally friendly and cost-effective wheelchair that 
dissipates less energy and can be manufactured with minimal capital. The 
system has been intended with physical disability in mind, so it will not 
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physically impact the user. Obstacle and ground clearance sensing is 
performed to ensure patient's safety. Audible notice was given for the 
barriers. 
 

 Working: - 
Images are recorded with wireless camera in the Image Capture Module [1]–
[4]and sent to the ground facility (computer / laptop) for further handling. 
The produced electrical electronic signal from the ground unit is used in 
Microprocessor Interfacing to guide the disabled engines. 
Microprocessor[5]–[7] is also responsible for the barriers and customer 
responses. The operational unit diagram of the system is shown in fig.1 
Wireless screen: The user's eye is caught by a wireless camera button socket 
that transmits the pictures wirelessly to the base station. Computer Base 
Station: Camera pictures are handled using the Open Source Computer 
Vision library and the eye motion is transmitted to the seat via X-Bee 
communication[8], [9]. Microcontroller: Used to keep wireless 
communication procedures, it also requires charge of barriers and direct 
customer buttons on the receiver hand. Motor Driver[10], [11]: they provide 
the elevated power needed to power the engines. The camera's sequence of 
pictures is sent to the base station (computer / laptop). The images are 
processed using the Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) to 
convert them into a.xml file. The handling of OpenCV gives the duration 
and breadth of the object(pupil) identified. In the OpenCV algorithm, the 
length and width of each quadrant are prescribed. The stance helps to 
calibrate the pupil's quadrant, which enables us discover the path the eye is 
moving in. The handling splits the picture essentially into three quadrants 
(left, correct and centre). The bus shifts south if the pupil's location is in the 
correct corner. 
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 Conclusion: - 
The scheme works with a precision pace of 70-90%. The objective of this 
initiative is to add in our tiny manner to community by putting forward a 
concept for a scheme that could genuinely improve the life of millions of 
individuals around the world. The way in which the student appears is 
chosen by setting the variety as the customer sees it. Detection of the pupil is 
carried out even on illumination unless the illumination covers the whole 
eye, this is because when the light hits the pupil and the illumination spreads 
over the pupil covering the whole pupil that ignores those pixels so that we 
treat the illumination spots it leaves behind a maximum change of edges that 
cannot be determined and the driver will do so. 
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